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Thinking with Electricity
The inventors of ENIAC, 1 st computer, said it "thinks with electricity"
• Do calculators "think"?
• Does performing arithmetic, which is entirely algorithmic, require thinking? • Once, performing arithmetic, was thought to be divinely or magically conferred
The Problem: Many human activities look like thinking until they are understood (to be algorithmic)
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Turing's Test 
Definition of Creativity
Creativity has two forms: "flash out of the blue" and "incremental revision"
• "Flash," i.e. inspiration, is rare; is it just luck? • "Revision", i.e. hard work, is common and to a large degree algorithmic
Advertising agencies are famous for creativity, but in a recent study, 89% of all award-winning ads were an application of one of six templates --design algorithm FIT100 FIT100 FIT100
Computers Can't Debug
There are some things computers cannot do … and we can prove it!
• No computer program can tell, give another program P, if P loops forever … halting prob • If possible, it would be handy for debugging • In fact, it seems possible … look closely at the program, check the for-statements (and other looping structures we didn't learn) • Suppose Loop_Check (P, Q) tests pgm P on input Q, answering "yes/no" to loops forever Maybe thinking is what people do
